1.

With the ignition switched off locate No1 Injector high pressure fuel pipe.

2.

Clamp the Piezo Clamp (5) on a straight section of Injector fuel pipe as close to the pump as possible
(there is less noise on the pump end of the pipe to interfere with the pulse), ensuring the Piezo Clamp
(5) and fuel pipe are clean and dry.

3.

Make sure the fuel pipe is straight and is in contact with the Piezo Clamp (5) but do not over tighten,
Over tightening may cause damage on the sensor element.
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Note: The Timing Light, Engine Analyzer or Digital Multi-meter should be powered with the vehicle battery as
well.
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Connect the Sensor Lead clips YELLOW (6) to one adjustable nut (4) on the Piezo clamp and the black
clip direct to the pipe.
Warning: Do not allow the black Sensor clip to touch the Glow Plug Plate or wiring; it may cause a short
circuit.
Connect the Power Lead clips (3) RED to positive and BLACK to negative of the vehicles battery.

5.

Clamp a timing light inductive pickup on the Pick-up Loop (1) following the arrow marks on the timing
light.

6.

Start the engine and warm up to operating temperature

7.

Read the results from the timing light. The Indicator light should fl ash constantly.
If the Indicator Light does not fl ash, check all the connections or relocate the Piezo Clamp to another

Instructions
section of the fuel pipe.
Note: Low vehicle battery, defective injector pump, or out of fuel engine may cause the Indicator Light not to fl
ash.
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